0639. We hasten to your Chapel

(Do Twojej dążym kaplicy)
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1. We hasten to your chapel, which waits with pen door, In good or bitter weather, in tempest, fog or rain. O may we hasten there to pray and never let us lose our way; Maria, Maria, Maria, be our Light!

2. How wondrous is the twilight when your image shines in our hearts! * The silv’ry water blushes when touched by your radiant glance. * O rising Dawn of morning, O bright Star gleaming through the clouds, * Maria, Maria, Maria, be our Light!

3. When overcome by sorrow and crushed by waves of pain, * Engulfed by stormtossed waters, we cry to you for aid. * O be an open port for us and guide us safely to the shore, * Maria, Maria, Maria, be our Light!